Autumn Newsletter 2020

Future Church: what is the Spirit saying?
The church has served in hitherto unimagined ways
throughout the pandemic, feeding the hungry, comforting
the lost and lonely, in ways we previously treated with
caution. I have had a recurring prayerful daydream in these
days of Rublev’s Icon (that picture of the Trinity seated at
a table) springing to life. In my imagining God laments our
mere talk about ‘reimagining ministry’ to focus beyond
our own issues; maybe their reimagining might be more
fruitful. I pray that this newsletter eavesdrops on that
conversation, so we can join in.
I think I am becoming aware of several themes that the
Spirit is inviting us into. Among these is a call to inhabit
and understand exile for the sake of the lost and
the Kingdom.
Bear with me; this is massive. The Bible comprises two
covenants: in the first (the Old Testament) God provides
land, heritage, security, and law. The repeated pattern
is people abandoning Him, being exiled, repenting, and
being restored. In the second covenant Christ reverses
this pattern. He leaves glory for ‘our’ world, a chosen exilic
space, for our repentance. Through His life, death, and
resurrection we find life in the Kingdom of God. And our
call as followers is to live “as aliens and strangers” in the
world, for now, that others might hear Good News, repent,
and find life in Christ. We deliberately inhabit exile for this
purpose until such time as we are called home for the sake
of the Kingdom of God.
There’s loads more I could say; this changes the way we
relate, pray, worship, and think of ourselves and others.
Above all it keeps us focused on the main task of the
Kingdom. We are called to live in uncomfortable places
and times in order that the lost might hear, liberty
might be proclaimed, salvation might be found, and
the Spirit given. Read the New Testament and notice
both why the Spirit is given and that the Spirit is poured
out when disciples follow Christ into the most
uncomfortable of places.

The Spirit is a deposit guaranteeing what is to come.
The Spirit is a witness and a prophetic sign of a different
place. The Spirit is strength and comfort for the now.
Kingdom life is not escapism, it is an invasive and
uncomfortable rescue mission. So, don’t expect the Spirit
to speak easy words to the church, but do allow yourself to
be deeply comforted as God works among us even in tough
times. Don’t expect a focus only, even mainly, on us, but do
find strength, joy, and purpose as we are swept up and out
as part of Kingdom life.

“Kingdom life is not escapism, it is an invasive
and uncomfortable rescue misson.”
And dare to expect that the gifts we need will be given
when we need them and not merely when we make time
for them. This shapes you as one who yearns to step onto
the waves as we embrace our exilic call for the sake of the
lost and the coming of the kingdom. This is our call, and
God’s loving mission. And He is always able.

The Rt Revd Mark Tanner ReSource’s new Patron
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Future Church: ReSource Ministry
New Patron

Church is changing. It has had to change, beyond
recognition even, during the days of the lockdown. And
it will continue to look different to the old-normal as the
restrictions begin to loosen and we start to gather again,
socially distanced, wearing our masks and singing under
our breath. How strange it feels, and yet how liberating
to be doing something different in the way we worship
and the way that we relate to each other.
But what of church beyond the transition, however long
that might be? Some are starting to speak about a newnormal, in which the church is permanently re-formed for
life and mission, pruned of some of its branches, gathering
into its life some of the things we have discovered during
the pandemic and want to carry with us into the future.
Certainly, we can’t begin to think that pruned branches
can be grafted back into church as though nothing has
happened. We can’t simply reconstruct the old-normal.
That would be both folly, and unfaithful to the work God
has been doing with us in recent months.

No-normal?
But does new-normal do it? Is future-church simply a
new set of permanents; a new set of processes and ways
of doing things that will in time become as familiar and
undemanding for us as the old-normal? Are we really just
going to swap one normal for another? Or might there be
no-normal? Could it be that we re-discover something of
the adventure of church and discipleship that never settles,
that follows the One who is the Way, and that shapes itself
in a myriad of ways as we put the call to be mission-moulded
ahead of any normal we might prefer for ourselves?
Future-church is the theme that connects a number of the
articles this Newsletter, as we ask what the Spirit is saying
to the churches for life beyond the lockdown.

We hear the voices of two young church leaders for whom,
God-willing, future-church will be the reality that they will
serve beyond their recent ordinations. Stephen Dinsmore
brings us a voice from the overseas church. We are also
delighted that Bishop Mark Tanner, the new Bishop of Chester,
has not only accepted an invitation to be ReSource’s new
Patron, but has contributed an article in which he explores
what it means not only for Jesus, but for those who follow
Him, to live in a “chosen exilic space” for the sake of the world.
In welcoming +Mark to his new role, +John Holbrook the Chair
of our Trustees, says “Bishop Mark is a Christian leader
of spiritual passion, deep wisdom and real vision. We are
thrilled to welcome him as our Patron.” Indeed, we are.
Elsewhere in the Newsletter you will catch sight of how
ReSource is equipping itself to serve the church in all its
normals and transitions. Whatever future-church looks
like, it must be Spirit-shaped and Spirit-gifted and Spiritequipped and Spirit-filled, and we look forward to playing
our part in the church’s renewal, discipleship and mission
in the power of the Spirit, now, and in the years to come.
Kevin Roberts, Director of ReSource

Online Ministry
ReSource’s ministry continues in a variety of ways
during the current crisis.

Companionship support for church leaders
in our Alongside scheme

ReSource’s portfolio of events by Zoom
any of our events delivered online

A Sanctuary Day for our Times - processing
the experience of a pandemic
four sessions for personal or group use.

The Resources Hub

materials for individuals and groups

Weekly ReSource Blog

thoughtful, inspirational pieces every Monday

Webinars

monthly events on renewal themes
Anticipating a day when we are free to meet again
face to face please book ahead for a ReSource event in
2021 through the office or events@resource-arm.net
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Future Church: called to a certain hope
These last few months have highlighted the
impermanence of so many things that we have taken for
granted in life and in the church. From his perspective as
a recently ordained Curate, preparing to work at Preston
Minster, Andy Dykes finds hope for the future of the
church in the enduring strength of the risen Jesus.
In 1955 a 47-year-old designer called Alex Lewyt heralded a
new age of technology with these words: “Nuclear-powered
vacuum cleaners will probably be a reality within ten years.”
If an expert designer, specialising in vacuum cleaners, can
be so outlandishly wrong about the future of the hoover,
perhaps I should be careful about commenting on the future
of the church. But where would be the fun in that?
Walking near our flat in London, it’s impossible not to
be struck by the enormity of the change that has taken
place since March. The elbow bump is the new handshake,
epidemiologists the new celebrities and designer face masks
are on all our Christmas lists. But as well as ushering in the
‘new’, the change has exposed the ‘old’. It has shown that so
many things we took to be solid and dependable are in fact
fragile and fleeting. Daily, weekly, and annual events have
been cancelled. Jobs have been lost. So have friends. Family.
The question for those of us who follow Jesus is, ‘What
does this change and loss mean for the future of the
Church?’

The rock of the future
“Jesus passes through walls not because he is
ethereal, but because he is strong.”
A couple of years ago I remember talking to a particularly
brilliant tutor about the resurrection. I was asking him
about the strangeness of Jesus’ resurrection appearances.
Why is it that Jesus is both instantly recognisable and
radically different? Why is it that he passes through walls
and locked doors? My tutor’s answer has stuck with me. He
said very simply: “Jesus passes through walls not because
he is ethereal, but because he is strong.” His point was,
compared to the strength of the resurrected Jesus, walls
and locked doors are nothing, they are the ethereal ones.
The risen Jesus is not a ghost of the past, hanging around
in the present. He is the rock of the future calling us on
to a certain hope. I am convinced that it is this image of

the strong resurrected Jesus that
will be our guide into the futurechurch and on whom we can
depend when everything else is
evaporating. The strength of Jesus
exposes the fragility of a fading
world. His strong presence passes
easily through the weakness of our
present situations. The key for the
future-church then is to not make
the same mistake I did. We must
know what is solid and what is not.

The Church that Jesus calls us to
I think the future-church, that is the Church that Jesus calls
us to, will be known by three things. It’s perhaps fitting that
they are the three enduring things from 1 Corinthians 13.
The future-church will be known for Faith. When defeat has
been snatched from the jaws of victory, when confusion has
overtaken truth, when we are unpopular and unattractive,
the future-church will be known for Faith because it is
trusting in Jesus.
The future-church will be known for Hope. When our
western wealth and big businesses falter, when our social
media is empty and bankrupt, when we’re neither rich
nor successful, the future-church will be known for Hope
because it is investing in Jesus.
As always, we are on the cusp of the future. As always, Jesus
has gone ahead of us, a sure hope, calling us to be more
fully his body. As I see it, the future-church, the Church
wholeheartedly dependent on Jesus, will be
known for its Faith, Hope and Love, and the greatest
of these is Love.
The Revd Andy Dykes, Curate at Holy Trinity Brompton
“Could these embers spark a wildfire? Does tragedy
inevitably precede resurrection? Could this be the
beginning of the spiritual awakening in our nation for
which so many have been praying so faithfully and for
so long? My friends, this is a time to pray with greater
faith, preach with greater confidence, and plan with
great ambition. Let’s dare to believe!”
Pete Greig, Pastor of Emmaus Road, Guildford
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Future Church: relational and contextual
Thinking about the future shape of the church, as it
emerges into a changed world after these last few months,
I long to write something useful, something profound,
prophetic, or practical. However, each time
I try to pin down my thoughts on what the church
will look like they escape me again.
I am desperate for some way to make sense of what is
happening and to find a clear path forward. I have halfchewed thoughts and semi-processed ideas but very little
that is coherent. It seems that there is more that we can’t
see about the church of the future than we can see.

He says, “the Most High does not live in houses made
by human hands”.

Perhaps, though, this is part of where God is asking us to
be. Maybe He is calling us to focus on the Now, with all its
uncertainty, to be present with those around us, and not
move too quickly towards a defined vision of the future.

How true we have found this in the last few months! Part of
me feels that for too long we have been trying to imprison
God in houses made by human hands. And not only God,
but the people of God too.

God is calling people back to Him

Getting priorities right

We want to see clearly the steps that lie ahead of us, we
want some semblance of control. It is hard to live with
confusion and change but I think God wants to do some
more un-doing, more re-modelling, more loving us where
we are before moving us on. In the midst of the discomfort
and uncertainty God is calling us back to Himself, asking us
to press into Him. When we are feeling unstable and unsafe,
I think God wants us to rely on Him again, to trust Him,
to put our priorities in order and
realign our hearts to hear the
Spirit’s leading.

Buildings, services, institutions, admin, meetings and the
rest all have their place. They are good things that can be
used to spread the gospel. However, when the priorities of
the church and of our hearts are misaligned, when our time
and energy goes into maintaining the ‘houses’ and when
we trust in patterns, practices, and things, more than the
living God, then something is not right. Stephen makes an
unflattering accusation: “you stiff-necked people, you are
just like your ancestors: you always resist the Holy Spirit”.
Ouch! That cuts deep. How I long not to be included in
Stephen’s charge and yet I fear I am, we all are.

“God wants to do
some more un-doing,
more re-modelling,
more loving us where
we are”

Is God asking us to learn from the present as we move into
whatever the future might be? That church is at its heart
a community of believers in relationship with God and one
another, not church buildings or any number of other things

As we look at the Now, our
current circumstances, one
thing we are seeing is that
nothing can bind or
stop God!

In Acts 7 towards the end
of Stephen’s account to the
magistrates in Jerusalem he speaks
about the tabernacle in the wilderness. It had
travelled with them until the time of David, who wanted to
make a permanent dwelling-place for God, and eventually

“For too long we have been trying to imprison
God in houses made by human hands.”
his son, Solomon, built the Temple. However, Stephen’s
commentary on this is cutting.

“Church is at its heart a community of believers
in relationship with God and one another.”
that take our time, energy and focus. Is God calling us to get
our priorities sorted and our heart orientation right? To build
a future-church which is relational and contextual and in
which the uncontainable Spirit is free to open institutional
doors that perhaps for too long have limited the spread of
the gospel. The Revd Naomi Barraclough, Pioneer Minister

“O breath of life come sweeping through us, revive
your church with life and power”
www.resource-arm.net
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Future church: keeping up with the Spirit
From its birth in 1979, SOMA’s
calling grew into a combined
ministry of intercession and
sending and receiving shortterm multicultural, crosscultural teams across the
Anglican Communion. SOMA
facilitates encounter with the
Holy Spirit to empower and
equip leaders for their own
mission and ministry. SOMA’s
priority is to keep in step with
the Spirit. It is a delight for SOMA to be partnering with
ReSource as both organisations look to the future. For each,
that future is as yet unclear, a timely reminder of the ‘now
and not yet’ and of the liminality of the Kingdom, disturbing
and at the same time full of potential.
“Why have you come here? Nobody ever comes here” greeted
us in Bentiu, South Sudan. Is it that the ‘little, local and
ordinary’ churches have corresponding feelings, of being
forgotten, out of the way, unimportant? Maybe they would
echo the sentiment of a Congolese Bishop to SOMA: “Just
you coming, it was very special, I from the heart felt blessed”.
It seems one simply cannot replace face to face encounter,
whether in the Democratic Republic of Congo or a parish
in the UK.

reply was, “Well, my people can dance and sing, they need
discipleship.” So, how do we best enable discipleship? What
might that look like here?
Unsettling as the current crisis is, I praise God that as we
seek to discern the way ahead, including the recruitment
of a new National Director ahead of my retirement in 2021,
SOMA is being propelled into an increased attentiveness to
the restless, redeeming, creative, doing-a-new-thing Spirit.
After all, “to whom else may we go?”.
The Revd Stephen Dinsmore, National Director of SOMA UK

The Trustees of SOMA UK are looking to
appoint Stephen’s replacement as National
Director from July 2021. They are looking
for someone who:
•

Is an advocate and practitioner of the renewing
power of the Holy Spirit in the life and mission
of the church and is committed to that
renewing power in their own life.

•

Is self-aware, self-regulating, self-motivated,
empathetic and possesses excellent relational
and social skills.

•

Is an able communicator across multiple
platforms and cultures.

•

Thinks strategically and is able to envision
and lead staff, trustees, intercessors, teams,
supporters and partners

•

Is able to recruit and envision involvement
of new individuals and churches in SOMA’s
ministry

•

Is a licensed Anglican priest in the Province of
Canterbury or York holding PTO.

Called to ‘the places less visited’, in SOMA we find ourselves
among those with few material resources and functioning

“No, we’ve no strategy document, we’re too busy
trying to keep up with the Holy Spirit”
institutions, where there is little to fall back on but a reliance
on the Spirit. As one Bishop in Southern Africa said “No,
we’ve no strategy document, we’re too busy trying to keep
up with the Holy Spirit”. In our UK context of plenty, we are
challenged by those overseas. With their apparent lack
comes a deep commitment to prayer and intercession.
They said, “They built a clinic, there’s no money to run it”.
I asked, “What do you do for the sick?”. Answer, “We pray”.
I asked, “how many congregations in your parish?” He replied.
I replied, “nineteen, wow!” He responded, “no, not nineteen,
ninety, but I’ve heard there’s another, I’ll go to look.” In so
many of the places to which SOMA is called, evangelism and
church planting are strong. Yet the depth of that growth is a
concern. When asked “how are your people?” one Primate’s

For further information and to make an application please
contact the Revd Patrick Whitworth at
ChairOfTrustees@somauk.org. Closing date for applications
30 September 2020, interviews 22 October 2020, in London.
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Welcomes and Farewells
Working with some great colleagues has been a highlight
of my time as Director of ReSource, so saying farewell to
trustees and members of staff is always hard. At the same
time, welcoming new trustees and members of staff is
exciting as new chapters open in the life of the charity.

Administrator, and we are delighted to be able to appoint
Mrs Clare Olliver to a permanent post as our Bookings
Coordinator and Mrs Kathy Smith as our first ever Finance
Officer. I look forward to announcing soon the names
of our new Resources Manager and Media Manager.

The farewells this autumn are firstly to Hilary Buckingham
as she stands down as a ReSource Trustee in October after
seven years, and to James Lazarus and Lizzie Brown who
leave us as our consultant Development Manager and
Administrator respectively. To paraphrase Oscar Wilde’s
Lady Bracknell “To lose one person may be regarded as
a misfortune, to lose two looks like carelessness”
and we may need to add that to lose three at the same
time is calamitous!

So, lots of change, but at the heart of ReSource an
unchanging God and an unfaltering resolve to serve
churches and support church leaders, in the power
of the Spirit.

Not exactly, and we know that
God is in charge of all our
comings and goings, but it
is sad none the less to be
“God is in charge
saying three goodbyes. Hilary
of all our comings
and goings.”
has been the most wonderful
Trustee, always ready in our
meetings with words of wisdom
and encouragement and, perhaps
most notably, words of scripture.
As +John Holbrook says: “ReSource has been
wonderfully blessed by Hilary’s service as a Trustee and
intercessor. Her openness to God’s Spirit and willingness to
obey is truly inspirational.” Thank you, Hilary.
Thank you, too, to James for his two years’ work as our
Development Manager and for the lasting mark that he
leaves, for good, on the life of the charity. It has been a
pleasure to work closely with James on the whole breadth of
our work, and to benefit from his wisdom as we have re-built
our ministry and laid the foundations for future growth. We
will miss James’ friendly banter and the expertise that he
has brought to so many areas of our operational life.
And finally, thanks to Lizzie, who has squeezed so much into
her short time as our Administrator. She has done a root
and branch re-structuring of our office systems and been
a prayerful, passionate, winsome presence in the office
and friendly first contact for enquirers. We wish Lizzie well
as she starts an MA this summer and joins the leadership
programme at her church.
With such an exodus, it is a relief and pleasure to welcome
new colleagues. Mrs Lydia Farnham joins us as our new

Kevin Roberts, Director of ReSource

Lydia Farnham
“I am thrilled to join the ReSource
team and feel very blessed to be part
of this ministry. I’m really looking
forward to getting to know the team
and supporters, while keeping the administrative cogs
turning, ensuring the wonderful work of ReSource
can continue smoothly and effectively. I look forward
to seeing how God will move as we come out of the
pandemic and how we can best support churches
adapting to a new normal.”

Clare Olliver
“I am delighted to be joining ReSource
on a permanent basis and am looking
forward to working alongside a great
team of people. As a member of a little,
local, and ordinary church, I know how important the
work of ReSource is, in ensuring that churches thrive
and remain relevant in the communities they serve.”

Kathy Smith
“I am really excited to be joining
the team, ReSource’s aim to help
local churches re-encounter God’s
Holy Spirit is something that I feel is
essential to enable God’s Kingdom to grow. I see people
in my community who have no hope and for whom
God’s healing and love would be transformational. I
want to see local churches equipped to introduce our
communities to God – He can do the rest!”
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ReSource Ministers
God is continuing to bless the ministry of ReSource with a team of experienced and Spirit-filled ReSource
Ministers. We are delighted to add to their number with the appointment of Rod and Jan Allon Smith, Matt
Beer, and Adrian Stone. We look forward to all that they will bring to the team and to our capacity
to deliver ReSource’s ministry. It is great to have them on board!
The pandemic has inevitably curtailed the freedom
that we have had in the past to visit churches and to
lead events across the country, and we look forward to
the day when we are able to do this again.
In the meantime, the ReSource Ministers are able to
deliver some of our ministry by Zoom and are also
available to support church leaders as Companions
within the ReSource Alongside Scheme. ReSource
Ministers are also contributing to our weekly series of
Blogs and helping with the development of other online
materials. For details about the ReSource Minister team
do take a look at our website. And do pray for them.
If you would like a ReSource Minister to speak in your
online worship or to lead a Sanctuary Day or another
ReSource event online or in your church (socially
distanced of course) please be in touch. And do think
ahead into the next year and consider booking
an advance date for an event in 2021.

Rod and Jan Allon Smith
Rod & Jan moved to Ripon as Rod
retired after 35 years ordained
ministry in parish and diocesan roles. In retirement
Rod continues to minister in his local church and is a
member of the Franciscan Third Order. Jan works part
time as a coach for leadership development.
Rod writes: “Having worked in little, local and ordinary
churches across the country, we love sharing in ministry to
resource and equip leaders in the local church context, and
are delighted to have the opportunity to continue doing
just that as ReSource Ministers. We look forward to serving
churches across the country and helping to equip them
for authentic church life in the power of the Spirit. And to
seeing the joy and delight in God that the
Holy Spirit brings.”

Matt Beer

Adrian Stone

Matt and Emily moved to Telford
from Milton Keynes in 2019, for
Matt to pioneer Telford Minster, a new
network church, aiming to reach the 20-40 years old
demographic across the town. Telford Minster has
its central location in Meeting Point House and is a
ReSource Partner Church.

Adrian and his wife Esther live in
Trentham on the south side of the
city of Stoke-on-Trent. After a Curacy in Shropshire
and an incumbency in Stafford Adrian is now Vicar
of Trentham and the chair of the Lichfield Diocesan
Renewal Network. Adrian and Esther are musicians
and gifted worship leaders.

Matt says, “I long to see a church awakened to the
presence of God and to the love He has for them and
to see the renewal of the church regardless of size and
demography, into a church that looks to make Jesus
known. It’s as we open the scriptures, pray, and worship
together that the Lord reveals His heart to us for a hurting
and broken world, and our hearts to Him in thankfulness.
Come Lord Jesus!“

Adrian says: “My heart for ministry is best summed up by
the verse from 2 Corinthians 3, ‘Where the Spirit of the
Lord is there is freedom’. I love to create space for people
to meet with God in worship and prayer and to see
the Spirit at work renewing and freeing. As part of the
ReSource team I look forward to seeing the Spirit’s
creative freedom express itself in ordinary church life,
then impacting the communities that we serve.”
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News Items
Supporting Church Leaders
It is clear from our contact with clergy and other church
leaders that the period of the lockdown has taken its toll on
energy levels and general wellbeing. We have noticed that
some of the initial positivity about a change of pace and
shape of ministry has begun to subside, and there is a very
real prospect that many church leaders will begin the busy
autumn term without the benefit of a proper break
during July or August.
Supporting church leaders is one of our core ministries
at ReSource and we are keen to help with an occasional
listening ear or more regular prayerful companionship

through our Alongside Scheme. Not every leader will
want this. Many will have put good support systems in place
and have pastorally vigilant congregations. But we regularly
meet church leaders across the denominations who feel
isolated and unsupported and who would benefit from
having a ReSource Companion to pray for them and with
them and be alongside as a prophetic friend.
If this is you, or someone you know, please don’t wait until
another demanding term makes a bad situation even worse
before finding someone with whom you can share freely and
pray regularly. If we can help, we would love to do so.

Covid-19 Update

Finance Update

Social Media

We are back in our office in Meeting
Point House! The staff team has
worked well from our various homes
during the lockdown, but it is good to
be back in the office, all be it socially
distanced and wearing masks in the
corridors. During August Lizzie and
Lydia had three weeks of handover
time, while Clare took a break between
her temporary role and her new post
starting in September. We are building
a good relationship with Telford
Minister, one of our Partner Churches,
which will be based in Meeting Point
House, in a new church centre to be
opened in December.

We continue to trust God for the
funding we need for all our present and
anticipated needs. The postponement
of events since mid-March has had an
inevitable impact on our income, but
we have adjusted our deficit budget and
continue to monitor the situation. We
are praying that the applications that
Kevin Lawrence is making to a variety
of Trust Funds will bear fruit during the
Autumn. Overall, though, we are deeply
thankful to God and to the wonderfully
generous ReSource family for faithful
giving each month and for the donations
that drop through our letterbox or into
our inbox. Thank you!

ReSource makes regular posts on its
Facebook page @ReSourceARM and its
Twitter feed @ReSourceARM, and any
video material is now published on our
YouTube Channel ‘ReSource for Anglican
Renewal Ministries’. If you are a Facebook
user do consider ‘Liking’ our page so that
our news reaches you, and if you are a
Twitter user please ‘Follow’ us. You can
also subscribe to our YouTube channel so
that you are notified of new materials as
they appear. Social media is one way of
keeping in regular, and two-way, contact
with ReSource and can be a quick way of
letting others know about us.

Bishop Mark Tanner
Patron

Giving to Resource

Contact

If you feel moved to give to the work
of ReSource, thank you!

ReSource
Meeting Point House
Telford
Shropshire
TF3 4HS

Bishop John Holbrook
Chair of Trustees
Kevin Roberts
Director
Lydia Farnham
Administrator
Clare Olliver
Bookings Coordinator
James Lazarus
Development Manager
Kathy Smith
Finance Officer
Esther McCafferty
Intercessors Network Facilitator
Merisa MacInnes
Development Consultant
Kevin Lawrence
Fundraising Consultant

Single donations can be made directly
into CAF Bank, ReSource for Anglican
Renewal Ministries, account number
00032578 and sort code 40-52-40
or through the CAF Donate button on
our website. Regular donations can be
made by standing order, using the form
available in the Ways to Give page of
our website or from the office. Gift Aid
forms are available on the website or
from the office, as is information about
how to remember ReSource in your will.
Thank you!

T: 01952 371300
E: office@resource-arm.net
@ReSourceARM
@ReSourceARM
Charity no. 1180394

